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SO2 is used during winemaking for its anti-oxidative and anti-microbial properties. A high SO2 concentration in wine has negative impacts by masking wine aromas and
delaying malolactic fermentation. SO2 concentration is also a source of health concerns and is therefore legally regulated. During the alcoholic fermentation SO2 can be
produced or consumed by the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae with a high strain variability. The selection of industrial strains leaving less SO2 at the end of fermentation
is therefore of great interest. In this study we implemented a QTL (Quantitative Trait Loci) mapping program to identify genetic factors impacting SO2 metabolism by
yeast during fermentation. This approach requires the study of a large progeny in segregation that needed to be characterized genetically and phenotypically. The
establishment of a statistical link between genotype and phenotype allows the localization of QTLs that have an impact on these characters respectively.

1-MATERIAL AND METHODS

2-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Small volume standardized screw cap vessels that allow to manage around 400
fermentations in the same time were used (1). The alcoholic fermentation kinetics
were measured by following their weight loss over the time. This format was coupled
with robotized enzymatic assays for measuring initial and final SO2 concentration.
Despite the small volume used, kinetic parameters and fermentation end products
measured are comparable with those observed in larger scale vats.
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Two independent crosses
were generated and
genotyped by whole
genome sequencing.

The fermentation of these
strains was carried out in
three contrasting
conditions met in
winemaking (2).

Final SO2 concentration
was measured. Most
strains consume SO2 and
very few produce small
amounts.

3-MOLECULAR VALIDATION OF THE IMPACT OF 4 ALLELIC VARIATIONS
The experimental design was able to ensure a statistical link between genetic variations within the descendants and their SO2 profile. Therefore a part of the phenotypic
variation measured can be explained by loci along the genome (QTL). In this work, 4 and 5 QTLs have respectively been indentified for SBxGN and M2xF15. Each QTL
indicates a genomic region in which one or a combination of mutations have a direct effect on total SO2 at the end of alcoholic fermentation. Using a mutagenesis
approach these mutations can be tested and their direct effect on SO2 demonstrated. During this work 4 allelic variations were validated. They will help to better
understand yeast SO2 metabolism and to develop new industrial starters.
SSU1 encodes for a sulfite
pump exporting SO2
outside the cell. In
enological strains there
MCH1 encodes for a protein with sequence STR2 encodes for a cystathionine gammasynthase.
are two known
similarity to mammalian permeases.
translocations involving
SSU1. One with
chromosome 8 and one
with chromosome 15. By
changing the SSU1
genomic configuration
these translocations
increase its expression (3).
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SSU1 TRANSLOCATIONS

These translocations are independent adaptation events that allow strains to resist more
efficiently against high initial SO2 concentrations. The two translocations are related to more
SO2 left after fermentation.
The MCH1SB allele is linked to less SO2 at
the end of the fermentation. As the protein
has a sequence similarity with a permease,
MCH1 could be involved in SO2 transport.
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The STR2M2 allele is linked to less SO2 at
the end of the fermentation. This gene is
directly involved in the sulfur reduction
pathway in which sulfur is incorporated
into sulfur containing amino acids.

In this context translocations appear to be negative. But it is also known that translocations
have a favorable impact by reducing the lag phase. Therefore there is a technological tradeoff with these translocations.
 With a low initial SO2 and non-translocated strains, there is no lag phase and less SO2
production.
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